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2022 WA LEGISLATIVE SESSION

• Short (60-day) session scheduled to end March 10

• Session activities have moved along quickly given short 
duration & upcoming November elections 

• No bills of direct impact to WSHIP were passed or proposed

• Legislators hit pause button on implementation of 2021 WA 
Cares & modified some provisions

• In addition to crafting a nearly $60 billion two-year 
supplemental state budget, lawmakers have focused on fine-
tuning 2021 bills & laying groundwork for potential 2023 
proposals
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POTENTIAL 2023 LEGISLATIVE 
HEALTH POLICY ISSUES 
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― Staffing shortages & work force issues 

― “Unwinding” from pandemic 

― Governmental emergency powers 

― Health care cost drivers, affordability & equity 

― Insulin & prescription drug prices 

― Low-income undocumented adult coverage options 

― Public / private programs  

― Behavioral health coordination 

― Social determinants of health (SDOH)



OTHER UPDATES 
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WA Health Benefit Exchange (HBE) 
― 2022 Open enrollment saw a record 240,000 enrollees signed up for a QHP plan through the Exchange -

an increase of 6% from 2021.  Cascade Care enrollment more than doubled to 80,000, including 8,500 
public option plan enrollees. As a result of the American Rescue Plan Act, 73% of 2022 enrollees receive 
federal subsidies.

― WA HBE requested 2022 State budget funding to pursue a federal 1332 waiver that would allow “all 
Washingtonians to obtain coverage regardless of immigration status or income”.  

WA OIC 
― WA OIC recently shared an analysis report (using WA All-Payer Claims Database information) indicating 

average medical spending grew from $373 PMPM in 2016 to $422 PMPM in 2019 – an increase of 13%. 
Report attributes pharmacy, acute inpatient care, outpatient care, &  ambulance services as the top cost 
drivers for commercial plans.

― 2022 WA OIC legislative health-related priorities include balance billing updates, insurance guaranty 
fund, & insurance data security.  

HCA Universal Health Care Commission 
― Universal Health Care Commission met February 25 to gain additional information regarding the Health 

Care Cost Transparency Board & COVID-19 impacts on coverage, as well as to finalize the Commission’s 
charter.  Report & recommendations regarding transitioning to universal health care in WA is due to 
legislature Nov 1, 2022.  

HCA Health Care Cost Transparency Board 
― Health Care Cost Transparency Board was established by the legislature effective 2021 to determine 

state’s total health care expenditures, identify cost trends/drivers & to set cost growth benchmarks. 
Board is to report back to legislature annually with recommendations for lowering costs.  

― Next meeting scheduled March 16. 


